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If no radical changes oicur over the next ten yiars in the aggrdgate

relationships among college-age cohort sizes, rates of college-go and

ratios of doctoral facility to students, the mid71980's and mid -19 9 win

f0.11see precipitous, but probably temporary, decl in the demand or new

Ph.D. faculty. Without the' implementation .o policies design to offset

will- r the 01.story of changes in the else student
such cal fluctuations, the evolution 'of the academic a

have serious consequences for academic resea

both th& national interest and the interest of

assure a moderate but steady flaw of young doctorate s

and the initiatives for suitable programs should come

the national level, we recommend that stepsbe

groundwork for a Junior Scholars Program that woul

mid-1980's. This program shoOld be self- liquids

should provide no more research poiitions than'

structure

rte, and will

It is in

institutions to

lars-into academia,

from both levels.. On

immediately to lay the

to into effect is the

in the sense that it

be.turned.into teaching

-positions after the demographic troughs have bien paised. On the institu-

tioaal, level, _.we, recommendthat-,eary ritirelnt....krctBrals!Lbe,,itrocl,44.J.a.
fit projected chengia in age structure andjnoliciriAgAemand. At both levels,

in order for these programs to ble-smooth leiograPhically-senerated flyCtu-

ations in the hiring of young.doCtoral scholars, the timing of implementa .

tion should.oe an important consideratin in the planning process. .;:rnis re-

porx spells out these recommeOdations;in more detail, and outlines the cense-
.

'quences, in terms of faculty demography and program. costs, of'these and

'alternative programs.



I. Introduction

d

The Baby Boom of thd late 1940's and early 1950's is now producing

and will continue to produce important changes,in American society.

Equally important, but less dramatic, is the decline in population growth

rates that followed the boom. The U.S. educational establishment re-

sponded with amazing flexibility to the Baby Boom. Faculty were found

aehligher education bigan producing its own labor supply at a more and

more rapid rate: Faculty hiring was such that by 1976, over half of U.S.

doctoral faculty had-been hired during thshpreceding fifteen years.

The mechanisms that allowed U.S. higher education to respond so suc-
.

cessfully to growth are net the same as those necessary to responoUto the

slowing or end:Of growth in the'aiademic Sector. In a time of rapid rowth
t

the definition of prioritiei seems a less prelsing problem because ev less

favored alternativeacan grow, if at a slower rate, than more favored ones.
.

As, growth slows,debecomes more'and more evident that administration in-

valves the allocation of. scarce resources. The battle for resources in edu-

cation can easily degeneratejnto a war of all against all: public against

private, men against women, young against old, scientists against humanists.'

Yet the strength.of U.S. higher

tory of any side,in any of thile

cation is its diversity annAts

education is.unlikely to be enhanced by vic-

blttles, The strength of U.S. higher edu-
.

ability to Change.

The questilthat we examine in thisrepiort is how to,maintalea steady

flow of highly qualified yodeger'acholars into research and scholarship when

demographically -driVien market 'forces would resultfin a very small 'academic

demand for sods scholars.. We feel that such steady inflow of younger scholars

-is important for the vitality of U.i.Lhigher education, and especially for

the ability of U.S. science to maintain its internationally pre-eminent place.

Older faculty may well'be better teachers and 4positers of research findings.

Young investigators may make some "mistakes" and follow more wrong'leadseibut

they also bring enthusiasm and energy to their pursuit, of knowledge. They are

important to. older faculty, as well. As mentees, they ,are valued collabora-

tors, bringing a singleness .of purpose that often:becOmes attenuated as, with

increasing reputation, older investigators find that.lhey most devote sore'

time to administration and public service.



- In the absence of programs directed toward Insuiing a' steady flow of

young investigators, we are likslyto see the Baby Bust reflected in an

exaggerated way in the demand for new faculty in academia. Prom its

peak,in 1980 to its trough in 1986, nee hiring of doctorates will fall

by over SOL. This 'maps that unlessiloctorate supply drops very rapidly

indeed, a very smell proportion of new doctorates can expect to get aca-

demic jobs. And would we want the ilarket to work fully in any case? The

1980's will'probably sea a decline $12 real academic salaries, as well as

employment opportunities. Airtheriiore, the chances of obtaining tenure,

even for those who obtain academic employment, will be lower than they were

. in the 1960's and 1970's. This will mein.that a Ph.D. in the 1980's will

have to be more qualified thin his 1960's counterpart to obtain employment

and tenure. There m* well be considdiable bitterness resulting from justi-'

fiably-adierseintergenerailonal comparisons.. Mao are they to judge?"

the young will be tempted to say: "They got the best jobs when the best

jobs were easy to get. We have to be twice as good as they were to obtain

even'an assistant professorship". Although it has often been said that aca-

demic collegiality is a myth,"it may:not even be that by the end of the 1980's.

Academia will have Changed, toe, in the age structure of the allocation

of wort. Currently, young faculty spend relatively more of their time in re-

search than do older faculty. As facility age, more time is'spent in adminisa.

.tration and service. If the amount of faculty time devotedto teaching and re-
_

search is to rejoin constant, older faculty mill iayi to devote miqe tike

these activities as academic age increases. There will be many fewer Juidor

faculty to lighten the teaching burden of senior faculty. It is possible that

junior faculty might.simply be required to teach more courses. 'Research, which

would become a residual activity, would shrink even more. The process by which

'basic research is translated into scientific advance 'is not well understood.

however, an academic enterprise in which half as many young faculty did twice

...as% much teaching could not help but result in a consideranyamilleissount of

- research, with considerable consequence for U.S. science.

A finel Justification for our foCus on achieving a steady flow,,of yptmg

ficultyS the screening function of junior faculty positions. The lifetime

productiviVY'.of.anew.M.D. is a very difficult thing, to forecast. Every
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department chairman and personnel coca ttee any' have a view ebout the

best predictors of creative and lasting scholarship, but such prediction

Is certainly not perfect. When fewer and fewer people

predictors chosen are likely to become more and sore

young Ph.D. who has two published articles in additio

hired, the

e. The

his thesis is

likely to be chosen over the young Ph.D. who has an interesting area of re-

search with a longer gestation period. "Mistakes ", after all, are much more

costly wbei tfley tan"be spread over fewer people. But, in fact, the research

with the longer gestation period may be more productive in the long run. The
-

bias toward vapidly productive research that is likely to become evident in

the 1980's may not be best fo producing either faculty that are good colleagues

for one another. or faculty t are good researchers over a long period of time.
...,

Basic research is conducted, in large pert, by a small number of doctorate-p

ducing universities. Programs are needed that will allow them to take some

"long shots" in the hiring of young scholars. The larger the pool, the more

likely that the beet scholars will be found in it. In fact, to the extent that

. good research results from the existence of a "critical mass" ofsdholars, it

----lw-Hkety-that-mp-to-sonniwtme-,-therfrai'ttotroligood-sehOltre*Mlieriligerir"

the larger the pool.

The program that wehpropose focuses on a narrow-populationjunior faculty

and new Ph.D.'s in the approximately one hundred leading doctoral-granting 410.

. stitutions in the country. In periicular, wee are concerned about faculty in

the sciences because these are the fields where youth-seems especially important

to creativity, and creativity seems so important. to a reasonable-rate of pro-.
17..

duction of basic research. 4 substantial demographically-generated decline

in academic hiring of doctoral scientific faculty would result in a "lost genei-

.
&time of-ttlepted icientificjianpomer. The non - academic sector may step into

the gap andfiecome t: more pinminent proaucer of important basic research. But

it would be impossible, for one or maybe two decades, for .the universities to

fulfill their role as the "homeof science." A:,deeade is long enough 0106416
.1.ri,,

many 'talented scientists in basic research and too short to completely

institutional structure in which universities are now responsible for the

production of mach basic research in this country.

In this report, we propose a Junior Scholar. Program (JSP), which sat--
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isfies two objectives. First, it ensures that a minimal level of academic

(i.e., teaching or JSP) jobs will be available to each cohott of now,Ph:D.'s.

Second, it is deisigned so that those who participate in.the JSP can eventually

be absorbed into jobs as teaching faculty. The program thus assures gener-

ational continuity in academia while at the same time it temporarily decouples

the demand for junior scholars from the demand for teaching faculty.. W. also

discuss briefly other alternatives, suchoas early retirement and a program of

subsidized sabbaticals which can achieve the same level of new hiring:

The problem of arguing for the JSP is that we propose a future program

for a group for which oversupply seems imminent. At the lame time, vs want

academia to continue to be sensitive to market signals. We do not want our

program of support for Junior Schblars to go the way of the farm program -where

the subsidy program blends into the institutional wallpaper, as though it had

always been there and would always continue to be. The timing of the program

is'crucial. It should be there when needed and should disappear when demo-

graphic forces would'indicate a return to a aortae' level of demand for young

faculty.

It now seems evident that the low rateof change in enrollments generated

by the Baby Bust will continue well into the 1990's. We propose here a self-
.

liquidsting Junior ScholaraProgram for the 1980's. If the country settles

down to a "steady state" of zero population. growth, the scientific manpower

policy questions of the.1990's will be imUdi harder. We shall have to-ask

whether we wish to establish academic positions for Juliet:Mr:scholars who can

probably never be absorbed into teaching positions, given current faculty/

student ratios. Alternatively; meaty want to'encourege early retirement of

the faculty bulge that resulted from hiring in the 1960's,to that some steady

level of faculty hiring may be achieved more rapidlylthan lidemographic

forces simply-votigd ihemselves out.'

In the following sections, we` shall first outline the baseline projections

of demand for AlcUlty in a demographic model. These are projections of future

demand in the absence of policy intervention. We shall then desCtSbe the timing

and magnitude of a Junior Scholar Program that will partially offset the

rjrclical4luctuations in faculty demand. 'Finally, weallall discuss alter-

zative-progrime that might achieve the same results, but, at higher cost.,

ti

P



II. The : Academic Demand for Ph.D.'s to the Year 2000
*

Our basal simualtion of the asp and size of faculty presents a picture

of. faculty in the 1990's that looks very different from that of faculty today.

The number of faculty under age 40 will have declined by over 402. The total

number of faculty in 199b will be 1.52 lower than it was fifteen years earlier

This will have occurred in a kystem that prior to\1980 was accustomed to grow-

141 at 22 per year. Young faculty will have half as many younger colleagues

and many more of those colleagues will leave academic employment before at-

taining tenure.

It is difficult to imagine the sociological structure of faculty in the

1990's. With fewer job openings, mobility of faculty would be such lower.

Whether faculty will feel devoted to their institution or 'rapped in it depends

in part on the ability of institutions to adjust to the net: demographic picturi

Yet it is also necessary t8 recognize that there are things that go on in aca-

demia that should not be.tied to demographic change. It would be a mistake to

\ cut back research because there were fewer students to teach. One can tat-,

gins a vicious downward cycle where students choose not to go to graduate

school-becesee-of-the-ecereleof-jebo-for-P11.D.profeesorw-du-letewTil

search because there are fewer students to work with them and where undergradu-

ates are discouraged when they find themselves taught hi a disillusioned server

tocraicy. It is already clear that the number of Ph.D.'s is responsive to the

job maiket. The power and excitement generated by the growth of acidemia in

the late 1950's and early 1960's shoi3ld not have to collapse like a house of

cards.

Our baseline model le essentially a demographic one, similar in spirit

to that akAllan Cartter (3). There is a given faculty/student ratio and a
given ratio of doctoral to total faculty. Thus, demand for doctoral faculty

depends on the numbers of students wbo.go to four year colleges or univer-

sities. New hiring depends on the number of retitaments and the change in

enrollments. Figure 1 shows the change in the number of 18-year-olds from

A description of the simulation model which generated the estimate, of Ph.D.
faculty size is, found in Technical Report No. 4 of this.Project. All the
Technical Reports of the Project are described briefly in Appendix B.



1976 to 2000 based ok Ohs Nom ProlOctions Of population, which api.

peered in 1977.* 64000 °14 Iowa throOlih 1976. Thereifter, projections

W O used. The 1973 0040 4* colossi projections are shorn io part te4ailow

for comparison with kidtrgf perejectioue of faculty demand, which used

the 1973 series,and.000 CAaiuetrate the fairly large esteem of 4er-es ti- -

motion of the number di VO,Nosa pear ads Predicted by the census foli the

pears in which birth, 0101;41:ya kno04. Demografirly.-bosed estimates

)f demand can only ba ON as the projections os 'eh they are based.

its can see that ON "r of eighteen year olds increases to 19/9.

Et then deiclinee4ntip IVO )With the jstaest drop occurring in 1964. ?bar

mre small increases 10 40 of of eighteon year olds until 1989, but then

:be size of the coboteht"to 404 rowing low at least until 1993, Whin,

Iapendng on which sateift IN believe, it either continues to decline in

lire for three more *1100% Nus ill) or it picks up immediately.

To go from the aterN of kho oightesn year old cohort to the number of

inrollments requires 0440kto about the porportion of a cohort that goes

r) high school, the pr0040t%etthet coOtinues an a fob -year inatitution;

and continuation rate, !off pa eorolied locollefuSholro_flly2,2,1130._;

:artter's assumptions,.

The change-in-e 2keklk ots.. Aids is very similar to the
ar-old series, is my" 2.!* 04,thao assume ti at the tY-

tads= ratio is sevet104"..00s sod that SOX of.oew faculty hold doctorates.

S ees assumptions sly* AA faculty demand series. and hence the demand for

ear hires, which is etelk $114 *lours 3.. Per the period 1995-2000 we predict..

acuity demand under volt 40#\pciooe, The first is that Series III is followed.'

be second is that th% AdifiNgeyear.old cohort stays constant after 1995, which

an even more porsiNPt$-4 Nxide'tioo thirgo that of the Census. We project new

octorate faculty de vA 1024 boih.amoomoptioas. Demand for new faculty does

of depend on enrollevAs Nke: It also depends on the rates of attrition

n d retirement for juN,Or 041 senior fscoltY, end on the tenure ratio, ;ohich

Tibias preseneing tp0.4" displayed in the graphs are found in iippekix A.

To put theope clammy llsNopoctj.ve,.oe note that the average annual change -

La ITS sow/leant 410.01)..or isatltotions from 1962 to 1967 was 296,600;.
die correspoading v#04P Ikkewth rams vas 8.6 worst-
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-determines the numb of faculty that are*mspoaed to the different attrition'
..,

.rates, *i/e assuie 'that attrition rites riae:until-1986-and declini iher.fter.
..f .

.. .

Attrition rates for t,..,fsecifaculty rise frc6 .5% tp Mand then decline
. . : ,

to .5% in 1994. Att tion,rate8 forlunior facultyrisefrom:42 to 13% and'

then dedline back to 4% in 1994. The series. for attrition.rates'is shorn in

-13-

t'

-Figure 4.

The tenure ratio depends on two things: the number of new hires in re-

cent years and the time that it takes junior faculty to attain tenure. The

longer it takes junior faculty to bdcome tenured,.the higher the chance that

they will leave academia because of-the force of.attrition: Far more im-

liartant than ihe.iimie:to tenure, however, is the new hiring series.' Frym,
4

1980 to 1985, new doctoral hiring declines by 47%. TMs, results in - arise.

in the tenure ratio, even though the time to tenure rises as enrollments de-
,

cline. The tenure ratio,rises from 70% in 1976-to,82%-in 1986 Ind then'ata.

Aufte high until the late 1990't. The path of the tenure ratio overtime is

Wilma in Figure 5r, As'a result Of the same forces, the'proportion of the

faculty under forMshown in Figure 6, falls from 44% in 1976 to 23% in 1995,

when it begins to rise again.

Finally, our-model takes into account the change in the laws affecting

mandatory rearement for tenured faculty. The medianage at'retirement rises

fram 66.3 years in 1976 to 69)1 years in 1481 and stays constant at that level,

thereafter. This change has a.relatively small impact on new hiring in the

1980's- because a relatively small proportion -of faiOlty are in their 60's.

The impact will be.much greater in the 1990's when 19% of doctorate faculty

will be over age 60, as compared to 6% in 1976; The age-distribution of

total doctoral faculty for selected years is shown in Table'1.!

Before proceeding to discuss policies that can lessen the effect of demo-.

'graphic change on new doctoral hiring, it is worth die:Cussing qualitatively

the assumptions that underlie the-model, and the sensitivity of the results
.

to'these Assumptions. We have tried to be pessimistic in our, assumptions.

In particular,'we have assumed, thativen in the face of an oversupply of Ph.D0,!s,

faculty /student ratios will not rise and that the share of doctorates in total

faculty will remain constant. This assumption was made in'part because of a

somewhat surprising result found by the ACE Higher Education Panel(?) that doe-.

A discussion of the rhertee in timP tranwra Aril 4 t.ce roc:Iv-m;(2o to Inn rlrazt nrIA
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torates were about 50Z of faculty is four -year institutions of higher education.

and that most departments did not wish to increase the share of doctoratel;

in their total faculty. . Our iness is that this reflects a bi -modal dis-

tribution in which research-orientedalversities have almost all their fac-

. -ulty with-doctokates, and ere satisfiej with thia.state of-affairs, and

teaching-oriented institutions have a considerably smaller share of doctorr

ates, and are alsoaatisfied. The share of doctorate in total faculty could

change if the enrollment declines in the 1980's resulted in the closing of re-

latively more teaching-oriented institutions than research-Orienteii institu7
.

tionst In this report, however, we are looking at higher education at the

aggregate level and it seems unlikely that such selective attrition will have

a largeeffect on. the share of doctorates in total_faculty.

The faculty/student ratio could also rise if the dimand for faculty is

responsi4e to alianges in real faculty salaries., After rising -in the 660's,

real faculty salaries fell in the early 1911'S and have remained fairly con-

stant since. If they fall in the 1980% 4oe result could be a rising faculty/.

student ratio. On the other 'hand, real costs of other educational, inputs, such

as energy, will probably rise, so that if institutional budgets do not increase

we may simplyobserlie a relatively smaller share of bUdgets being spent on

faculty. If faculty /student ratios rise, however, the new hiring picture would

be considerably brighter.

Finally, although we present-quantitative estimates of the magnitude of

enrollment` change and adjustment of doctoral teaching staff to such.change,

it is the qualitative aspect of these magnitudes, that has dictated the types

of policy that we propose. In particular, we doubt that faculty demand will

respond fully to every change in dedographically generated demand. Nor do we

feel that adjustment is totally controlled by demography. Wage adjustment may
4

also-become important. There are lags everywhere in.the structure of decision

making in higher education, which may well result in higher valleys and lower

peaks even if no counter-Cyclical policy is pursued. In addition, prophets of

gloom in academic labor markets hope never to see their prophecies realized, and

usually they aren't. However, given the way that academic markets have re-

sponded todemographic change in the past, ourbaselite projections are the best

,thateve can make of what will.happen in the absence of counter-cyclical polity.

*
Here andelaevhere in this report:ve use the term counter - cyclical to describe
nolicies whnso Aim 4a to ansehni-U
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. A Juniors Scholar Proccina

WI have chosen as the objective of ourloropomed program the maintenance

Of a "reasonable" level of hiring of new doctorates into the academic sector.

itrINI-muccable" tee.. mean that only enough junior scholar positions stio'uld-be

created to engoi those who can eventnally be absorbed into teaching positions

in academia. We take its "given" thericasent level of post-4otteral research

-support: These positions are in addition to thOse post-doctoral positions

currently funded. The way that the program wouldmork would be to provide

research employment to new dud* the demographically-generated troughs.

in academic hiring, end then to feed thoseljunior scholars baCk into teaching

jobsiwhenacademichiring picked up. %bpi:sent estimates oUthe magnitude

and-cost of three prOgrams which'differ; first, is the enrollment btiseline

that is used to-estimate the demand for new faculty,, and, second, in the.level

of academic demand for new Ph.D.'s which. is i6 be maintained, We also present,

as a contrast,- the Atkinson-Baratz prows, which inspired our more "finely

tuned" programs. The programs are the following:

1. CBE7000 Program: This uses the census based enrollment estimates, and.

demand for new Ph.D.'s is maintained at 7,500 through 1990 and at.7,000 to

'the year -1

2. .ZEG5900 Program: This assumes zero enrollment growth in the 1990's;'

Ph.D. demand is,maintained at 7,500 in ihe 1980's.and at'5,900 in the 1990's.

The 5,900 level allows the-program to liquidate itself by the year 2000.

3. ZEG7000 Program. This program is the, sane as ZEG5900 except that new

Ph.D. demand is maintained at 7,000 during the 199,p's.''As a result, the pro-

gram cannot be liquidated, by the year 2000. 4
4. A -B Program. This program, similar to that suggested by Richard Atkinson

,and Horton Baratz, provides 1,000 five-year post-doctoral fellowship, beginning

in 1979 and continuing through 1995.

Three counter-cyclical junior scholar programs

In general, all three programs work in a similar manner. Instead of im-

mediately receiving teaching appointments, nes, Pk.D.I8 are given Junior Scholar

Fellowships. The-nuMber and duration of -the fellowships is determined so that



total placements of nemrM.D.'s remelts at some pre-determined level. The

lev is determined in such a way that. all fellows (leas normal attrition)

can Naive teaching appointments during the next five years (with the ex-

ception of ZEG7000 Programwhere the level of demand during the 1990's is

maintainedat.7,000, as opposed to 7,700 during the 1980's, so that the program

will liquidate itself tartly after theyear 2000)

Figure 7 displays the paths of new hiring and of total. Ph.D. placements

given 'the census -based enrollment estimates and a program that sustains

total new.Ph.D. placements at 7,500. A feeling for the order of magnitude of

this program can be obtained from a comparison with postdoctoral plans of new

doctorates in 1977. Excluding professional schools, 9,517 new doctorates planned

immediate employment in an educational institution and an additional 5,119 planned

to pursue postdoctoral study. We expect that educational employment of new ph.D.'s

will peak at close to 11,000 in 1980, but by 1985 this figure will'have alien to

5,700. During its countercyclicaI implementation do 1984-87, the program

would increase from 300 junior scholars in 1984 to 3,769 junior scholars in 1986.

In its final.year, 1987, there would be 2,262 junior scholars, all of wham Could

be absOrbed when academid hiring rises back to around 10,000 in 1988.

Unfortunately, the high level &f demand will probably not last, and the

JSP must be re-implemented in 1990 wit)10.,650 junior scholars who would receive

three.and four year fellowships. In order to maintain demand for new Ph.D.'s, .

during the trough of 1991- 92'and the Slow pick-up before 1996; it is necessary to

make a choice between having more junior *sCholars with shorter-term fellowships

and feeding the6 back into teachl ,.re7say, or giving the same number of
_ .

scholars longer-term fellowships hiring More Ph.D.'s directly into academia.

For purposes of illustration, we have Chosen a program that implies the first

alternative. It has the eicpositional advantage of-being simple to,present. It

also has the administrative advantage or ,being easier to "tune" in thesense that

the number of short-term fellowships'catrbe adjusted relatively rapidly to per-

ceived changes in demand. The second alternative should be seriously considered,

however, because-it may well be preferable on career and organizational grounds.

LOnger fellowships may result in young scholars looking more favorably on re-
.

search that has a longer gestation period. Of course, it would also give the
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younger scholar "vet to-lwadoce a "track record"
.

of publications. daring

Chosen to szakine.A4 °IataitiroAtiss bneevar, we find that the program would :

be at its peak in 1053i *Nit mould /evolve close to115,000 scholars, when no new

Ph.D.'s would be 44P401 Stm tescb108 positidas. Cit this. point the entire de-

,
mind for new Ph.D, Pile0N ;mad -W filled by ex-junior scholars.) New demand

will pick up io t6e
,

Ars oecht,i9soti, and all junior scholars mould

have academic poit0010.1`t* the year 2000. Further, no new junior scholirs woad

be appointed aftek. A9194'

The canana4sked "i*klaptes Bide vbat ve-fsel are somewhat optimistic pro-

jections for the )01310°.0t thildree, not yet boin,uho will be in the 18-21'year-.

old cohort by 199%, $1 Zero enrollSot growth (ZEC) assumption is that births

remain at their pv.000C and do not pick up. During the 1980's the JSP

is identical'to 0;0 V:04 the census-based estimates. For the 1990's, we pre-

sent two different fr"!. 7Y-05900 liquidates itself by the year 2000 but in

order to do so relok00 t\av plAtestlents of new doctorates fall to as low as 5900.

ZEG7000 maintains 1i1V i/pkoral placehents close to 7000 but, given the level of

academic demand, Nett Mkkisuse After tSh year 2000. Placements under each pro-

gram are shown in 011$041 8 and 9, respectively At its largest, ZEG7000 in-

. volveh closeto PNlars, whae ZEG5900 in/blves less than half as many;

The reason that be b lifNass ate soeller.it their maximum than CBE7 000 is that a

lover level of tinda 40Nd for P11.0-'s is being prpjected.

The Atkinson-Barakojt"e

-This plan, as d4Seft1/4e4 by Norma Baratz in a recent issue of Academe.

(June, 1978) and
R, Atkihsoo, Director of the National

Science Foundatiotli '4101014 itovide

1000 rti"
...A prof esOrabil'a 'and at least as newt

posttrokta).;:t fellow:04Pa. The professorships

aware4,!A kElve yearA, renewable for five more, to
cfnikti"r Ittholars who would devote all tbeir time to
schoorAl fit.k; their current teaching positions would be

filled 14Y k4,11.ki.or scholars, all eligible for permanent ten-
ure at!1°,A104d of e probationary period. The post-doctoral
fellttoKA ,n`4 might be assigned to research institutes or

Asrlil,-U also receive initial five-year appointments,
and vo-vok, ailed upon to teach as well as carryon schol-

arekr ^4.4eplq June 1978, p. 0.)
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We preientia variation a'this Plan, 'in which 1,000'new positions of

five year duration are created, An part to illustrate the importance.of

to /effectiveneii of these sorts 'of progral: We begin the A-B

program in 1 79.. The effect on doctoiate .131aceminte is shown. in Figure kO.
, 0 -

It is clear/that, more often than not, Oa program would be procyclical.
..

7 . ,

It mould ceate4additionaljobs in the'- `early when dimandloZ. new'

.doctorates/ heclooe-to its peak. Afteithefirst five yeari, it would
/

.
have prac i ly no effect, since for every ,000 scholars taken into, the

program,li,000 minus attritionifrom the program would:be relealed into the

market.
/

1'heimogram could be improVedby postpOning its implementation until
., _

'the mid1080's. ierthe initial impaat, however, it would have very little
is

effecr.1 The argument for it is stronger on intellectual 'g1ounds than on the
-4

grounds,of its effectiveness as a manpower program; it frees youpg scholars

to aevOte their time primarily to research. Thejunior'Scholar Programi also

serve *his purpose but are more finely tuned to manpower needs, as well.
ii 7,: A 1 .

Details and' Choices Related to. Implementation ofIthe Couniercyclical Program-

/a Section III, we have been concerned primarily with the magnitude of the
, .

Junior Scholar Programs. In. the appendix tables that correspond to the

figures, possible term structures of awards are shown: Weassumed that no- '

award should, be for less then two years or for more thaw four. The term

structures' can be altered, Just so long as the totals come out the same.

We have avoided the pricklyquattimsof who should'gei the awards. Itnaj,:._

be argued that a-steady flow of. young researchers is more important to the

vitality of the sciences, especially the natural sciences,than to the humani-

ties and arts. The'calcnlations above are for Ph.D.'s in all fields; were it

decided to have Junior Scholar. Programs in only selected: fields, the total size

of the-program could be smaller and still achieve the desired outcome in those

fields. Our feeling, ver, is that i continuous age structure is importadt

in all fields.

There is a clear6need for more research to forecast the demand for new

doctoral fadulty on a field-by-field basis. Changes in earollmett demand, for

example, may not have an impact on all fields at the sameifime or of the.same

maknitade. Such research Is best done in careful consultation with, for example,
- lo

r



professional organizations in the individual fields. The actual selection

individuals for the JuUicT Scholar Fellowships could be carried out

through a national competition jutged by panels of experts within. each field.

A further queation relates to the inpzitutional allocation of the, awards.

Our view is that they should be limited to, say, 100 research- oriented insti-

tutions. The _"critical mass" sr the establishment of such a pro- .-.
4*411

....

gram is \defeated if the ,scholars e spread too thinly. Further this is quite.
,,...

.

frankly a program to preserve ihe qiality of research in U.S. high4r educations
. , 1

and high-quality research occurs primarily at research-oriented instituti9ns.
.... .

Even when the extent ok the program is limited to 100 institutions, the size

of all three programs is such thatisAuite likely that an efficient way Of

implementing the prpgram wouilibe to limit it to particular fields in particular

institutions. The justification for -this; limitation is again that of
;

.

creating i critical mass of talented young scholars.
0

J

I

Cs



IV. Alternative Programs t Would Achieve Similar Manpower Objectives

In this Report, we recommend the Junior Scholar Program primarily because-

"it seems the simplest and most direct way to achieve the objective of obtaining

Ai a steady flow of young Ph.D.'s into acadimicjobs. There are, however, other

ways of achieving the same objective more indirectly and, as discussed below,

at greater cost, Two examples of such policies Are early ietirementand a ,
program of goiernment-fanded sabbaticals. Both create vacaneies that can be

filled by young schollts'and bothverhaps have the advantage over the Junior

Scholar Program that they can be incorporated within existing institutional

structures.

,Junior scholars, however, ire cheap. We would. expect that they ;would be.

paid salaries equivalent to assistant Professors-. Sabbaticals and early re-

tirementrequire the "buying off" of staff whose compensation As relatively

high, in.addition.to paying, the young scholar.

Early retirement. This option has been discussed extensively by Jenny (4)

and Patton, et al .(5), and we shall not discuss it atAireat length here. We

estimate that in 1986, about 22.5 thousand doctoral faculty will be over the

age of 60. This egitimate. results from our assumption ofa "mild response" to

the extension of the age of mandatory retireient. We assumestht the median
u

age of retirement tlses from 66.3 years in 1476 to 69.1 years in 1982. This

means that'over half the eligible doctoral faculty continue to retire before

. age 70. Were there to be a narked increase in the rate of inflation, which. ,

would erode retirement benefits, it might be the case that fewer people

ve_estimate would etire before age 70. Were this the case, eatly '
retirement might be 'needed in addition to a JSP simply to. offset the decline

An new hiring that will result frail the change in the age of mandatory retire-
-

ment. In either case, what early retirement would dci-js tdo ree.plaees

. sooner. Given the newleilslation.affectieg mandatory retifeuient, fiSSevert

it is not clear that enough faculty members could be convinced to retire

early. Thai, in addition to its exienme, early retirement hacks the

bility of 'liming that makes the JSP attractive and, unless carefully imple-
,

seated, may encourage more productive faculty to retire early while less

productive, faculty remain until the age of mandatory.retireient.

4
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411' -12.2_-" t f . lealies.* .Utder this sort of a program, the government
. . .-.

. .

would pick up the .cost of leaves for fa4:ulty 'members on the condition that:
.,,

1) the leave titut.e a" let Addition to the Anumber of leaves: or sabbaticals
that the inati utioss, themselves would Ithezwisa have funded, and 2)
Institution hi new junior 'faculty to leplase the facuit7 who would be . %. . .

goVernmiknt-fpn leave. The _funding of the leaves. coalldA phased
.attriti& and growth of enrollments in the` Institutions Allowed for

. .

teaching employment of the younger "'faculty members. Again, the timing and
magnitude of such a pros.* is shoin by the same figires as the figures fol.
the JSP. For example,c under all the progiams, 12,132 scholar -years sob-

would be megaired during the period,fraa.1984 to. 1988... This is the
as the total auk of acholar-years provided under the ;SP.

-' There are two, sorts of objeections to WI...program: Pint, AOL..aculty
s .. - , -;.--alw: .
on 'leave would typically be more experienced than junior ichOLara, it would

be more expensive to pick up their salaries than the salaries of new Ph,:i.'s.
Second, it would have to be policed, in the sense that the government would
have to be assured that the-leaves it was providing were in ad dition to the -

J.,umber of leaves that would ordinarily have been given by the institution and
that Abe additiouzi. young .ficulty were .being hired. Since ..1.t7isiteiffieult to
say,hei*-many young fOuity any ,one institution -Would hire undeenorinal-circO
stancee, thecTreik of additlid243Oiing:fatfurtiale.iOr'well-difinedr. ...I.urther; ,

since many institutions ii not giant'mabbaiical leaves as a "right" but
1*---1MVasf- --vriiifirtial----'itikOnaWIDenii-Eta-a-tir

. _..

.1Ieave policy at all; it-woad.-be hard to assure-the administAring ageac3r %hat'
a

leaves given Under the programwee a net addition to leairekithat. vault} !live
'been given otheniisie.,(0milar problels, however, have been encountered -with
other emergency manpower programs. add have not prevented their inplemenstation..

It can.be arguedin favor of the' program that it could easily be but
into place within the existini'instiiutiOnailetrUCinii... Further,' imaginative
use of such leaves might encourage univereity-industi7.2chinge some

and thus .encourage higher rates. Ofiroluntary-attatiemi:r
A malyiatiOn on theJuaior Scholar Program. The version. of the Junior

S.Cbolar Program. thiEwe have discussed envisages the appoiiiiient of junior.1
scholars to easentiallY fit11-time research'positions, although some involvement

. ,
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V. Costs of the Junior Scholar Pioetams and Of Alternative Proxrams

Ve shall assume that junior scholars aie paid compensation equivalent

to that of lisistant profissors of coeparable experienie. The, AAUP esti-

mates this figure for a faculty weber under asp 30 at $15,80Q (1) .11E

cost of the Junior Scholar Program,#.than, depends on the. number'of awards

and their tors structure. be term structure of the different programs is

,presented in Tables A-51through A-8 in Appendii ?be annual Cost, in

1977 dollars, is given in Table 2 under the assumption of no' real salary in-

crement over dm,. as well as under the assumption of a '2treal salary Walesa

for each year that' en individual is ,tan the program.

Table 3 shows total and average annual costs of the programs. The

average cost of 'all three program in the.1980's 4. $31.95 million, or 12.69-

with the 22 real/ compensation increase. Ia the iqgot,Ithe average

costs for all the programs are higher. 03E7000 costs $133.8 million With no

real `silery,lacrease and $136.7 miliion with a 2% increase. the'corresponding

costs fOr ZEG5900 ere 49:3 mi/lidn and 50.2 million, and for,i1G/500 are 138.7

million and 142.1 zeliion, respective4.. A feeling for the ..order of; magnitude

of thew costs can be give"' by comparing them to. basic reseeFch;expen: diture
ati

for universities inuiIitc.olieges in.1976, ithichwas $524 'ii3111,44.' lirgest

7-z'rogrion-therrwouid-bsequsl-to-27rre-raiererexeudttcres-t Artrer,L"fhi'--
smallest program would be equal to 82 of basic research' ecpenditar ei by colleges

and univeks-itlea in 1976:
To cceparethes,e costs to those of early retirement or of government -funded

sabbaticals requires careiul specification of the alternatives, which, in the

case of early retirement, lag been done by Jenny (-4 ) and by Patton it al. ( 5 ).
,

A simple example of a,way.,to make the cost carctilations,.however, can be pre--

'Seated. Early rettremeni is attractive becatiSe it frees. up .salary lines, of moxe

expensive older that 144in:their be.used to pay less -expensiVe younger, - .

irofessori.:. or exisli/0,4oisider a full*,profelsor'idlo. is receiving .a salary... A . .s.
- .

of $25;000,- of which be .pays 52.110 a retirement fund and the uni$ersity pays

an -additiokal ,151 of his salary into the fund. ppoie, in an extreme case,

34



Table 2:. Annual CostslAt the 3nnioe Seholar Prosy's"

(is :alias" of dollars)

411 Programs

,Fish zero capspensationincresse,

1184 4.7

6.'1985 33:7-

1986 59.6
A

1987' 51.1 .*

1981. '15.7

1989 , 0
.

4.

4.7

33.7

60.3

5E8

37.6

0''

pith 22 compensation 1,crfai;"

.0-

4 . .

. 0887000 .;1105900 , =75000 t817000 720900 ZEC7500

1990 16.1 1.4
. 17.1

.
1991 89.8 '41.6 Ar. 7/4:4

'1992 148.5 .77.6 123.1

1993/ 183.8 90.5 149.3

.1994 . '199;9 80.1 ?55.2
IL.

t 6

26.1

90.3

;it'll' .-- .. 150.7
.

188.2

.205.6

1.4 17.1

42.5 72.8

78:4 . 124.8'

92.2 ,:.. 152.9

81.7 .'"?' 159.6 -
0;

1?95 233.9, 81.5,A 170.9 . , 2377 0. 811.2 ;173.2 -'1':'

1996 . 217.7 66.0, ' 163.9 221.0 67.5 :. .169.3 .

1997 169.8. 40.7:
.., 156.9: 175.7 42. r., 160.9

..., .. . ,,

JA, it 1,_ :144 .6 1, ,:......, ,.....::::-.711.,-... .4,,., lk;z:;:.;...ZL.
,.

r

1999 b
,

0 , 128.4 0 0

2000 0' .. 0 107.4 0 0

9

(

4

A

131.6

112.0



Table 3 s PrOeren Costs

Average Annul Costs (1;s sallow og dollars)
With saro =meat* incision 22 compensation increase,

CU7000 EX 5900. mono 'avow swop UC/500

31..2 31.2 31.2 32.7

133.8 49.3 138.9 136.7

95.6 42.8 98.8 . 97.7

.

Total Costs (in million o2, dollars)

198449 191.7 191.7

1990-99 1338.1 493.0

1984-99 529.8 ,64.8

32.7 32,7

50.2 442.1

43.6 MI

191.7 196.2 196.2 196:2 ti

.1389.2 I 502.2 1420.9

08019 1563.7 .648.4 1617.1



that he were to vacate his position early and not collect his annuity
until the ague' age of retirement, while the institution continued paying
his contribution M its own to the retirsment fund, from which he would re-
ceive benefits at the normal level when be reached the normal retirsmentagel.
The resulting salary saving of 823,750 could finance about 1.3 assistant.
professors Dear year ;itiose *roes 'anntisielreepensation (salary pins institu-

tional
:--1,-,

timid pensigreontilbution) was $18,170 per PTE. This example 1; extree;
, hoWever.,

4
bowies, there would be no44liaancial incentive for the faculty menber

4

to retire esorly: d the other hand, if he were to be paid SOT of his salary
, .

upon'early ratirassnt, the resulting salary.savaIng =skid be only $3.750 per

year, and 1/5 of an ITS assistant profesior could be financed with this amount.

P'inally, alternatively, it can be calculated that ini order to hire half an Flit
assistant professor year, the most that he early' retire. could be paid
would be 59% of his previous salary, or $14,665. It least be remembered, bow- .

ever, that the safari, savipg is achieved onfy during the years .of early retire-
- ..,

nent.. It should be noted that the older ihe faculty in particular institution

are rind the more highly-paid they are relative to assistant professors, the

more at*actIva-matti ratite:4ns ...Should be to an institution as a mei of .

' incretsinb spaces .f.oi y ot fealty.

We can ask, what the eude of early retirement would- have to be to re-
-..

salt in the same Flt .ban-years as the JSP in the 1980's: Column 1 of Table 4.,
shoos how many FT! Junior Scholars will be needed in each of the years 1984--,,..............-- -..........,, 0, _,...L.ir......,1{.81 .L.AffAING.,...., %. ' ,P.,---=.......m.....,..e..--n-r-22.2,..21..,044,-,71,-.,, .". ' .- - '., . . lie.. . ' ^ `-^1, Yrs,. ,,ar...11.3 1_,,- ...

1988. If each early retirement were, to- free one-half FIE assistgat 'professor:-

ship per year,- then the equivalent numbers of early-retirement years could be
double the above figures, and are shown in Column 2 of Table 4. There -is no

-4 unique retirement :schedule that.would produce at least this sequence; an ez-

ample of one such schedule is shown in Table 5 .

For -each of six age-cohorts, tiis table shows what pefcentage of the co-
hort would retire one year early, two years early, etc. This schedule also
has the .proporty that in 190 tiere would be an excess of 628 retirees, and .

in 1989 an excess of 2,675 relireees, unless one could "call large. numbers of

fatuity in.the youngest two cohorts back to active aiirice. UnfortunatelY,

unless such recall to aCtiveliservice were -feasible, no saiedule Of earlyre-
tireMent could match the JSP program Igithout an excess of retirees in ions

. .

.` .

-.
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4
ft

years.

These figures illustrate se imeortaat point :highly variable f!'lies

4,4

of sung:endive cohorts would be needed to obeala thaw :"cyclical smoothies"

that or view a's one of the objectives of the JaP. It is fiord to imagine

an early-retirement iiogrem that' could be cossidered "fair" in the sense
,

that .the same opportunitiesviould be available to all, that would result in
in of a cohort ieciming omeyear, mad-WM retiring ft: amt. Easly retire-

ment is an attractive option, however, in Part because as deicribed above, it

is costless. Young faculty VW' are esg;glitially "bought" by tiordiffer*oce b

tweeit the cost of the annuity ARIA the salary swirtOgg that. results from rrplatia
a higher paid teacher by a lower paid cue. at enough is boomni: as ig;t 'Obout;:

the response of emealty-to early retirement pto*. It .que poesible tbs.

a good, program that` would be' lass costly than thi.J9P2would be some combimatio
. -

of a smaller'scale of JSP and On early retirement opcloo.

The loses of a faded sabbatical* mprogra.depiindi,- of course, on the sal-

aries-1*f the people participating in th program. If they were jggior faculty

the cost would be vary similar to that of the J. If, however, loaf of the

yemticipenta uere,aenl:t faculty, the programCould *sally become a third to
a half again more **pensive than the JSP in any given:year.

.
11" % -

S.

.

ti
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thime intimately acquainped ,with ..they structure of r their:fields.
On the institutional level: :we-recommend that- early retirement to ams

that "areileaignedto fit prolected:chanteii-izt ale structure and .teaching de-
..d be instituted. At the same time,' institutions shoulit realise that the

impact Of...eirr11retiremesit gieatest whedit-is first implement e4k Thus,
, 4

the timing df:implementationshoild be an impo7.arit consideration in the plan-
.

mini; process.' '. , 0

. . ,
.Finaliy, we recoimiend.that -timely monitoring. of..flows :of. doctorate. man-

.

er be 'continued' and that data flow& to and out out of : institutions
- .- Of ihigher education. be ' collected. Tbe. exact magnitude .Of the programs ,. should .

f'

.

. I . .

depend sensitively on:the magnitude of these flows. Without timely data, it

will be very'- difficult to implement policy ia'an economical manner.

The demograp c forces that effect the academi.6 labor market in the
.next 20 years are t going, to go, away. In waysthat-have been described in

, \
other . i

pis
%

Carnegie. Council: reports, American higher education adjusting and
. . . ....

will lave to continue to learn to adjust to what is at belt; the "steady

state:" At thesame time, our colleges and universities do much more than,teacb
studenti. In partiplar, they 'employ and train the:i\ese)archers who produce

technical. change from which future generations benefit. This research function'
should not fall victim to thedeciine..of the teaching function. While new

arrangements are developed so. that teaching and. esearch can be

*less dependent on one another, programs.' are -needed. to\support,cresearch'by youiig

doctorate scholars so that the,acaderaic itzucture'in the .late 19801. and. ,

1990's may be reasonably uniform, despite fluctuationa of student cohort size.
A. combination of fOresightfUl institutional plannini and natioial suppori' of
your scholars can achieve. this objective.
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Table A1,

CENSUS PROJECTIONS OF TES NUMBER OF 18 YEAR OLDS
1975-2000

, A (IN THOUSANDS)

-NUMBER iN EACH EAR CHAN`GE .BETWEEN YEARS
-

1973 CENSUS
-- -PROJECTIONS

SERIES'- SERIES
F

.1973 CENSUS: 197PCENSUS
,PROJECTIONS PROJECTIONS

SERIES. SERIES : SERIES SERIES
F II III

-
1977.

1979
. 4254

1981.
1982 '4120 ."1.

1983 3945
1184 : 3723

=

3591
ti 6g8 :36 90

.44%0; I.'s 340..

.1992 3296 .- 3108.
3423. 3198

-3567 . 3282),t
:19957 3668 3353
10-4v 37793 3440:
19911: 3891" : 3510;
1998 3982' 3567
1999 4073 3624
2000 4140 .3663

1977 CENSUS
'PRO-MOTORS

SERIES- ..4SERIESII in
4245
42.54

4244
4229
4292

4 4211
4145
.4087.
3917
370.3

3604 .
.11521
3567

- 3653
3733-) ;

$.426 .
120

i247
3159

3262
3355 3043.
3491 3027
3652 3133
3806 3301
3911 3..26

9

:10 la
63' .6.

781

.."758

7170

99
78 3
;46 .

.8*0

73.07
%86
.7:72

79
'4111

63 84
97. 72

132 716
161 -105.
154 168
-105 125

SOOECES:U.S. CENSUS, 'PROJECTIONS OF THE POPULAINON 01
1972-2000,2 SERIES P-25, 'NO. 491, TABLE 2: UT S. CEN
1PEOJECTIONS OF THE -.POPULATION OF nis U.S.: 19_77-20
p-25, NO...--P.704 (JULY 1977) -, nine 2.

"4-48

7294.:

15.9: 35
27. -50

144 84
101- 7/
1195 '87

109 70
90 7

57
67 39

THE U.S..;
SUS,
50.-1 SERIES,

4

4



.
, . T.

1976' 4227 1700
.1977 4244 1724
1978' - 4229 1745

-.4292' 1797
Ipso -4211 a 1789
1-1481 -1.182#
1982 4087: 1778
1983 3917 '1724
1984- '37 .03 '1648
1985 3604 '1620
1986 -1597'
1987 3567.: 16.32
1988 ' 3653 168,3,

, . -

AO - .5,1 r.

pRo.pid7

14.et

',TB DEGREE-CREDIT ENROLLMENTS.
071.7_,..OLNSUS,TROJECT.IONS

TRousAiDs)

IYUNSZE FIRST u-G44-rs GRADUATE TOTAL PIE
AGE 18 - ENROL. Y. ENROL.. PRo-fitcsszoNat ENRO &LSIENTS

s!^. 11989
199,0

4.783
..:34 6.

.:1731
- 1600

1.

1991:.. '3.2 1520
1992 .4168 '1494
1993 ; 3247 1536
19** : -3199 1522
1995 3262 1556
1996 :3359 1604
1997; 3491 1669
1998 .3652 175''

_1990: 3806 1827
2000: 3911 1883

SOURCE'S:

. cAETTRR
A.1.9.73,)

.4899
5d1.2
.5115
5233
5322

J.-5478

5323 ,-

. 5224
5106:
.49.93'

4953
4984
5051
5006 .

4876
4756-fi
:4680
'4662
46'51
4710
4807
4992:
5178
5374,

S.

875 -5774 ,

867 :514r.868 : 5983
..874 ... 6103
.185 6207
901 . -..- :62597

913 .4291.- .

938' . : 6261.
, , '979 6203

981 :- '6087
990 ;283
992. 5945, .
975 '5959 -, ., .

,...: 962. . :601,

928 5934
'919 5795
923 :. ; 5679
935- 5615
935 5597
911 : 562
884.,... 5594
873 .5680
873 5865
881 : 6.959

.887 - 6261

5702.

6083

62972-
.6333

6244
6129
6019
5982 -.

6002
:4036-

59821-

1.- NUMBER OF 1.13--1 EAR OLDS: U.S. CENSUS, 'PROJECTIONS OF ?RR POPULATION.
OF ?fig U.S.: 1977-2050,i SERIES tP-25, NO: 7044' (JULY1977).. TABLE 2.
UNDERGRADUATE FIRST-YEAR AND TOTAL fife ENROLLMENTS: CALCULATIONS
OF rim AUTROR; BASED* ON CARTTRR (19763. CHAPTER -4

. PROJECTED ENROLLMENTS OF GRADUATE STUDENTS ICARTTER C1976 3.
TABU 58.
CARTTER1S- PROJECTION OF PTR KNROLLMKNTS: CAI'TTRR (19763. 7.418/,E 5.41.

-



or-

.

adssuss DEMOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS -0,F 11.34_
DOCTORATE rActitr4 2'.97 200

TENURE FACULTY
RATIO UNDER ..4:0

12) (1) (2)

,' 1976 . 9327 0.703:
T4.1977` . . -,--9231, , 2:11...723: ._

.1978 . 9671 0.73 -
1079. .. ,106.93 ,.0741;.:;_
1980 10749 #.N7.!4.77:
1481. 9523 ',:."0.160:-..

1982" 9,.93.6..

c;

Z0.771,
.1983 % ..-781.. 'L-0-,764

1.184 7260 0,796:
..:1981 -- -:1708.:. 0.80

1.986L. l.-.':6771 ..': 0.429'.
1987 '''',741,0.

.: -A:,011t,

.1948 -: 8943 0.408.*
-. 1989. :10202 0.796
1940 5907 .. 0. bot-7
1991 ; 97442'':: ,...'0,4.1.7..

J,911-: --,:ar$28-!.': 1J.425
19a3 .51.0i0L .. 0.821:
1994 '6462, .. 4,814-
1995 1140 , 0;814
1996 4303'..:.. 7229 0.794 0.R03
1997. 10468 7548 0.775.- 0.731
1998 14142 7796' 1

0.7.4D . . 0.780
.:1199 -14950 ...:.8022 0.707. 0.768
2000 ;- 15700 4235 0.674 0.754

,....

0.437

_NOTES:
1. BOTB BASELINE PROJECTIONS ASSUME A CONSTANT ,c

FACULTZSTUDENT RATIO. ROMER- ran 'DIFFER IN-
ritszR ASSUMPTIONS ON rim mg OP THE COLLEGEAGE
POPULATION AFTER.. 1995. BASELINE I ASSUMES ?BAT
CURRENT CENSUS PROJECTIONS . OP TRI$ GROUP. WILL .HOLD.
-BASELINE 2 IS MORE PESSIMISTIC; "HERE WI? ASSUME
A LiffELINGOFF OF THE SIZE OP THE. COLLKIE POPULA
'ION AFTER 1995,
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Table A-5. :Privjoad tiro latt1ops, of, Doetaticate.Plaesitmt 111car OW500

C2) 'C4)- t5)-"..-'.
.

NEW .:7ailossem:Orirac....scuouafts.Nom--s6401,4AAs-To*As... twr*E... PLACEMENTS-
. awatios sCi4cs.auts:. _HIRED 14;:!'Wrc .C31+t4): (1)443 I

1978 -r" 0 0
:1979 0
1960 '0' 0
:1981 0 0

-;-0
0

'4984
1985

-.1986
1987LIM
1989
1990.
.1991.
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999 -.-
2000

300 300.
100 2130'

-.1780 3764.
140 -- 7-7361

:0
1080 1080
3550 4585
3370 7789

'. 2390 9451
2670 -,9824

- 5930 . 10816
O 40375

4190 9930
'4110 9152
1100 - 8125

O 6800

0 -9633
0. 10642

10698
O. 94R8

.9294.
7796

Or :'71.97
5609

0: 5661.-
7315
7579

2262. 7892'
0 5756

-b 3293
0 3495, '

489 4548 .
2106 .4337,
4835 1092

219 -4'6961
4513 . 2980
4780 '2933
2977 5935
1179 6938

moyais:
WITH TNIS'PROGRA
WHILE PLACEMEN
as A RESULT, T

9633 A7633',
10642 '10642
10698 - 10698
9488- :- 7488

-9294,
-7790. 7790
7197. 7497
5609 7459
5661 , 7441-
7315 7455

NUMBER OF 41.3114.2 OR scipLAR AWARDS
DT TENURE AV 'THE AWARD

, . At)\ ;SP.- .
. TEAR '-/TAR 2 -YEAR 3 -YEAR "21-YEAR 5-YEAR -TOTAL

5037.' .6 .

6443 7007
5927 - 7022
7180.
7494

-7713.
7911
8116

7043 .-
7035

, 4938 .

1978 0
1979 0
1980 0
1981, . 0
1982 0"
1983 w 6

. 1984 0
.1985 0

0 .0 0
O 0' 0' 0 '0 0

O a 0

o 0.
O . o 0- o 0

-o 0 o 0 o
0'- o o o 0
0 0 300 0 .300
O 0. -' 1850 0 -1850

1986 0 1100 680- 0 0 1780
1987' 0 . 140 0 0 f 0 140
1988. 0 0,

.b
o- 0 o '0

1989 0 0 -- .0 0> 0 0 .. .

1990 o 0 . 530 550 0 1080
1991 0 0 1.730 1820 - 0 3550
1992 0 .- . 0 3370 0 flo. 0 3370
'1993 0 0 230 2150 "- 0 2380 .
1994 0 -s '' '0 .1530 1140 0 2670
1995 0 1060 3870 1000 , 0 5930-
1996 0 0 , 0 0 - ,o 0
1997 0 - 1060. 1230 1900 0 4190

.) 1'1998 0 0 4110 0 0 , 4110
1999 / 0 . 1160
2000 0. 0

0 _" 0
0 0

. 0. - 1100
O 0

CEMENTS DURINeE:1,984-0 ARE KE:-T AT ABOUT 7709 *.
".1161Ft X NG 199 AL0-98 ARE : 'LOWCD TO. FALL TO

4
7000 ii YEAR

PROGRAM 'DOES 7.410k UIGUIDATE ITSELF UNTIL AFTER 2000. .

..,

8
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` Table A-if .Projected Ihrblatioli of DOCtarate Placsosat
Minks* liasathe 1 aad AtkialOa:Arrats' !Clog Scholars PrOgraa.

41) (2) (3) (4), 45) (6) 47-NURSER OF EX-SCHOLARS HON -SCHaLARi TOTAL HSRES wt.acamemrs.YEAR AWARDS SCHOLARS HIRSD HIRED (3)+(4) (1)+(4)
...orgrogrele1978 . 0 , 0 0 . 9671 9.671 9671;:,,,,,..,19741. _ ... 1000 '--4 1000- 0 . 10693` '' 10493 ., 11693:1980' 1000 1960. 0 10749 10749

10523
9 . 117491981 -, 1090 2873 ; 0 . , 95231982 1000 3730 0 .9316 9316 t 103161983 1000 4526 0 .7816 7816 88161984 1000 4481 824 6436 7260 7436:1985 fOoo 4436 . .807: .

58735925
198 . 1000 4411 790: 448n573 : -,"Iv56-576111984.
1988` '1o0o. 4443

1000 4416.. 778 ..,. . 6559 755
774' 8085 8859

.4,943859,;:

1989 1060 4483 778.- 9393 10170 1o343:5,,,;'4528 790 6021,
1990 1000 5021 58111991. .r1000

. 4573 807 2550 3357 35501902 ''. 46191000 824 2716. 1993: 1000 4665 841 5020 1110)1994 - 1000 4711
4179

6393 '6534.1995 4000 4758
859 .7-4-7,-°:

877 . 5008 5884
5534

6008 '4,,

.. .

1996 . 0 .3786 ,', 895. 7350 '8245 7350 r°1997 0 2820 909 9499... 10408 .9499.1998- 0 1864 918 '13161 14079 ..,-131611999 .0 923 : 923 13943 14886 139632000 0 0 ?;,923 '?' 14712 45635 14712.

ti

. ;

MINDER OF JUNIOR SCHOLAR AWARDS
SY TENURE OF THE'AWARD_

..
.

.

YEAR 1-YEAR 7-YEAR 3-YEAR 4-YEAR 5-YEAR ' TOTAL:-

1978 0 Q o 0 '0 01979 0 0 0 - '0 4000 1000- .1980 0 .0 0 . 0 1000 10001981 0 0 0 100 1000 -.1982 0 ac->0 0 , 0, 1000 1000
1903 0 0 o 6 l000 .10001984 0 015 0 0 1000 .10001985 = 0 ' 0 0 0 1000 1000

.1986 0 0- 0 0 .1000, 1000'1987 0 0 0 0. 1000 10001988 . 0 0 0 0 .1000 10001989 0 0 . 0 Q -- 1000 10001990 6 Q 0 0 1000 1000
, 1991 0 0 . 0 9 1000 .10001992 0 0 0 0 1000 10001993 0 0 0 .0 1000 10001994 ''Co 0 0 * 0 1000 10001995 0 0 0 0 1000 10001996 0 0 0 . 0 0 0\1997 0 0 0 0 0 0

1998 0 0 0 0 0 . 0
sr 1999 0 0 0 0 0 0.2000 0 0 0 ° 0 0 0
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Appendix .B... . Summarlse.of-Tocbmical Reverts 2 ---
Market

,.

CooditIone mad -Tea In.Sider Bducatiooi 1955-497, Technical
port., No...2, C.V. tub and R. Weer, July 1973.

The argument =et friquentlY *Van gor the exiitence and extension'

of tenure is that of ecedemd:c freedom.
. Tee a*. Fritz jillicia.up ;stated,

so clearly in his 1964 AAUP iresidenttil Address, ;tenure has economic as

well as political implications for both faculty usimarrs and the institutions

of higher edecatioii.in abich they'girort. his repOat describes her titian.. e

Ir

. has _Changed. is-conditioni in-the academic. labor slim: ir.et lave chimed, and- hoe.r-

it may chengeiln the future as the acadesii Labor market enters A period of

what my, at best, be called the'stsedy stateN, results presented In

this report :ihow. that- telnurellis indeed behaved as variable, Ak1711
eitrollmentalbegan inc:-4asing at Increasing =tea 1.n early-1960's, not only,

. e -1
did faculty iktze increase; but wadi tiller from recelpt;of Ph.D. to

.,

to 'tenure fell rapidly until the late 1960s, when it became constant

creased for most types' of institutions.

In 'this report we'lOOk attentire as one aspeet:Ofimdj;!stment in a market

where.feculty/atudent ratios and-salaries adjust slowly antere-:ceititiained to-
be mote7or, lex equal _within: ranks and across fields.'(Professional schools have
been excluded 'from'this stUdy.) 'From fthe point of view of the,fapulty:neimber,
tenure; provides .security of employment. If alternative' occupations carry with
ties some nonzero chance of..unemployment; a tenured. job in icademia will be more
attractive because of its security of employlent than anon- tenured job that in

all other respects offers similar characteristics. Clearly,, if a teeUred job'

also means a' promotion in rank and salary, lifetime incase will also be higher

the earlier an individual is promoted to tenure. In the 'presence of bonstraints

on salaries, tenure can act. -as a "compensating.,differentiar: that enables .academic

employers to compete for qualified persons eive*Itiiiongii they pay ilower salaries

. .

.. .

-2:*n non - academic employers. Within ,academia,.4fferencemif, chances of obtaining

tenure may be a way _in which those fields in whir:* there is the greatest growth

c: Or greatest nod-academic competition can compete even though salaries

strained to be equal across fields ,and Within ranks. If academic employers .pro-
.

P
I.. u48abikts,

iide tenure While nonacademic employero.not,'we would eapeit academic
.

*The Vork'described in the 'resent report. is part of a broaden project on quanti-
tative models for policy analysis in higher education,' Technical Report No. 1 of
that project,. "Enrollment and Cost Effects of /Financial Aid Plans 'for Higher Edu--
cation," bY Joseph,Hurd (July 1977), is available from .the.Carneiie Council.
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to be lower then non-..cadewic,selaries Seclusa acedemic.employmentbill be

fore certain. Other thing: espial, wii. would also expect, higher tenure rails,
in_fields In: Which there 1S,greeter pon-seadesic demend.

Althotilitt,tfaiwPs way be Aged se a competitive weapon, Wirt a Flowsliditad

word: Prow the paint of vial, 4 tie academic leiployera, .tenure= acts as a
non tint labor force:'edjustitent in-thir'firce''Of -ciongtneienrolinset- de-
mand.: Izi7-perticulai whei enrollimnt bad:Cites* stable it limits the I:Letitia-
tion eto tiO si121-. 110037C4111. of at4itioa, which can create places" for nor fiires

. ,

retirement and nign;renswel of contracts for nun -tettored.facuityd. The higher
. the proportion of Iiiiiiii, faco4i, the kilit4.4,17, greeter iiiii:be-rbe de-:.
pes;desce on reilrtant as .a Source of 111.0t; 24 iniiitakton will be..a wictlat:

...

of. fivfiiwitiiiaccessfully Used -tenitra II Competitive weapon: in 'the past. Xi..

patticular,. the younger! the tenured 4eculty the -smeller be retirements

e..prOpoiiloct, et. the fiacti/ty. sad the less will the institution
hava.* titian intro '1.inti are welting, thisapp'S rant loss of flexibility ise'
since the faculty can grow es sell, .and ii;,,higtt rate of user Id.risigi:a`n.' provide,
that grOwth:

Tecate Also 'has implicatiOnS ler the age structure of The
.. ,

i.yonAger are.t*rbe that.Are.given ' tenure during a period 'of groWth or ehort,._
4'PaFzicalar types, of faculty;' longer is the tenure- coimitment of the
institution.' The result of failure to plan. for a decline in daisend follotring,
a period of growth_ is a length,/ comatment to a young but'agine faculty.. It

is commonly, assumed in academic. circles that there is.a relation between' the
age of a member and ability to produce instruction and research. :Thus,:

changes in the 'age structure of the academic labor. force resulting fro. part
,

tenure practices Way have Implications for the quantity and quality of- the
output of higher education as .a whole.

We use a statistical model to estimate the behavior of the tenure. rate, ti;

which we define as the chance that .a nontanured faculty seater will be granted
tenure in any given year.. The tenure rate is dependant upon tonditions specific'

to that year and on the time thit has elapsed since the faculty seater -obtained
*the Ph.D. degree..9.:.TIme since the Ph.i. (which NS often refer to as "age" ) is
presumably _correlated 'With; the -accumulation .othose ,things upon which the.



cision to grant tenure is'based: . Publications,. teaching experfence, reputation,seta. It also reflects the institutional fact .of the guideline effect:of:the
1940 LAW Statement on Academic; Tenure, ,although suiv Om of tenure practices_
have shows that few instftWone adhere to all the shidelines "in the 1940 State-
ment... This age effect, however, ierisodffied by market .conditions for which
the'date effe0t is a proxy., For example, .sinpli by virtue of being non- tenured.
-and; ivailabIe in the expanding acadeMiC =Awe of the* early '1969's; one would
esped thit faculty member would' have' a greater chance of being gideid tenure
then. if..hle had beit non-tenured in the early 1950's; .,:at the: same .

TO briefly shissa,14." rise theeloist important results: ''we find that the ,enure
rats did Indeed .1n6reaee _during the period of rapid growth in'academia:from,
1960' to 1968 in all:types of institution and in all fields, within these.
tutions. After 1968, the e ;ate continued to increase in public itu
tions, but more slowly. However, in priirate institutions, the tenure 're-
Mained consent or declined between 1968 and .1972. Thus it 'voiact.appear that
tenure rate indeed,. behave as an economic iariabIe in the sense that .higher
tenure''.rates occurred at the same time.as the rapid increase in employment ,In--
academia., In private. institutions, which were relatively harder hit by the dt-

'cltning..rate of increase in-enrollments in the, late 1960!s, we see quite rapid
downward adjustient Of: tenure 'rates at the same 'time ,

_Theae results_ ,ae.,base won :Baal Yalta. " -the-19.7i-ACRE-
. .of Teachin& Factriti;;using coaditiOnal logit mod statistical

is to ali.inal.ysiXof-4ariande anci deVeloped specifically
'car thii-vpiica-tiot.

2. Market Condi:W.0ns sadd Tenure. for:Ph:9.°s in If.S. Higher tiption: Results
from the 1975 Carnegie Faculty SUrvey and a dctilirilrisitn with 4suits from am/
1973 ACR'Siirvek,,TechnVil,..8eport NO". 3, C.V. Huh, Jul:y*1977'. . -1;

*heThisreport :describe -resulre of the `tenure.ratSeAlmation'cdel
was discussed in .Tecal Report No. 2, usiag,..data%btained from-"iiie:.197'3.Sur-
4ey of Teaching Faculty spinUtOred by thi 'Catnegie :Council on Policy St*es
Uglier Edncition. Quilitati4e.ily,. the results arersimiltr to those
dais from the'1973-AceSariey for= the years that are covered by bo



There is a tepid fall in the median ties* to tenure during the 391111L,

thereiwasihe most rapid increase in enrollments. Quantitatively, howeyar,

t'Csedisin times to tenure astimated from the 1975.data *arair..111rer than those

ted from the 1973dSta ior earlier years (1450-196e)d` Noire specifically;
For all types aid control of institution, median times to tenure-fe..1:1

rapidly five. 1961 until the late 960's. .Thereaftdr,, they rose sloitly. tirbugh
103, for ,universilt and private *ges, and levelled off for public collages.
Generally,. the OAS to tenure is longer in private than in public initita-..

,tions. Tits. ague plittorn. is found in broad fields. .We also find that the median.'

time to tenure is longer :in the phylsical-and biological sciences thanin the

humanitieS and social sciences.. .

.
2..

.

We livestigated lOssible azplanntions for the tact that ower-median times-

to Itenire for earlier ,years were:attented
.197 Survey, Although the main differences betwsei

Ilse of the 1975 and the II:clod:sok

institutions, these .differences do not
, -

I n the estimates -from- the ttwo samples . age Vthe differences..

zesait fresi' ifys!e14itie- differenCis Olt the e forthe. Older; co-. °..

bores. At emy"age, the molder ci.ahorts:in the 19 are more liheInta be

tenures ,tlfait' the older cohorti, In the 1973 sanpl We tisint that this,

-".47aLit.!3Aigac*-1ve a ion. of untenured older faculty Careful exeMination 'of.------m...........................,....---,
can only" be dam '

!'''
ta,'-'suCh as those from

_... . . . . .

ive 'roster; tb. obtain' diredt' ce of movements into..

Survey than from the

samples' meg*. the

vely more low-quality.

tematie differences

y
.

`mad out .of`



.Dociorate Fecal after the Book: hic Prof action-to -1995;
Cal Report No. 4, L. Pecrbandes.. -October 19

The icadamictiOr.market !luting. the pert- quarter-century promises

to be chronically depressed. All indicators point": to -a slowing' dOwn
eventual contraction is total enroll to at -four-year 'institutions,

a reversal of the rapid growth in the 1960's that 1 to a 1382 ixpinsion

In full7tima. faculty betiitein 1960-and. 19704, 22 of. Widergrad=

ye te.aiitollments at four-yearcollages and tmiversitiers were 18 to 21 years

Cansue.projectione show that by 1985,4 the number of people in this
prime college-attending age bricket will have fallen back to the 1973 leVeL_
lthough the percet-age of this groupattlinding college has been !steadily .

ing.projections byk Cartterthat.assume e continuation of this 'trend
. . .

showit 'most a 12Zincrease in enrollment; between 1sp. ands 1985. Already,
graduate enroLlments are levelitg Off in the .face.oc.:ait estimated 33,000 ..

. Ph.D.'s .competiig for only 9,001'nesi junior feaUlti iositions iii 1975.:

Prom the:historical record. of .the--iCa#estic. r market, the current._.. - . .
sequilibrium. can be ted to ;lead tg an filer flilirkof, eiPeriencek -:

ty to non=aeidei.itie eistaloymen'ariiitici a:. f4.1.1. 3.21 rates
tenure.; PiejeCtiona, obtained extrapolatii4 'the 'current

ercentigai.of. junior- faculty. -receiving tenure4 r the fraction of fact:ley
*which we:will refer to as "acide;ic -quits")

severe aging and "tent ringrin" of faculty

an increase.in.the frac. -.sallplOf faculty with tenure), and.a more .de=
pr4set'level of hirtig for neVilliKtorates 1,03an will probibil Occur. Tp
addition, the age .composition of the faculty can be expicted to influence

the rate of retIreisents and the level of inter-institutional-movement, as
_

.older_faioulty,tentt move less and certainly retire in rarger.tumbers.
Correcting foi 'eich of these effepts In a piece-meal fashion is not 'a good
way to provide:accurate forecasts of labor market conditions or faculty

ellaracieriat.tCs.:(1;uch- as its age distribution). It-islehiiely accurate.

:ituisberi.-, that irelteeded to answer such questioni as: faculty-student
:.ratios fall;.wbat iii.the-level ease lit attrition of experienced'ficulty-

reqtireici to- keep unchanged? BOK many positiome are free!! if faculty. .

. ,lieginto tetirrat .earlioir7ages valuntartly not)? Bye hawmuch, given the
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.-,present pool* of, qualified woasn'and minorities, will. affirmative action

programs ischiring fteciii=42. pa change the sex and race competition of
.

ac,ademin? Which is the best policy for slowing any increase in the tenure

ratio: early retirement plans-or tenure quotas (remembering the faculty

denied'tenure can always leave academia rather than look, for another ap-

pointment)? How such of an error is likely to result from assuming that

the prOportion of the faculty, prosoted,,retiring, etc., independent of
the age diitribUtion?. This report *mikes a ."-demographic ,ipproach,": and

'follows match age, irouif (or "cohort") fres! its entry: into academiaUntil the-,
r ,end of our projeCtirai period in. 2000, waking extensive use of the simple

.idantity relang the nulbert iAltg.'of age i in year -t, the frac-
.

tion a(i,t) of People of age 1. leaving academia between years* and t+1, the

mumbir /11(iitt'of newly hired faculty durini year t whoare i iearsi old' .

Ihired ..bOtkL to those who leave and, to allow for =palm let), to the

numbier'F(i+r,:i+1)' -Of, faculty in year -141 who- are 1+1 years old iMp, be ex-
..

-.....

P as:. : .= --:-.

,1(1-04,,..k."-SEll : 7 1(27 *04/ge) F(ii t) i,t) ..
-...,..-.

order to -Conetructi.the *arise F

rh,

starting from a certai,n date;

ize val for the two sets oflarameters a(i,t) and 11(1,t); and
. t4the series F(I,t) condi on thegie hypotheses. Our strategy has

413311414111g111421-hidarrr-42._____- .

;:like ratio; and the age strueture of total facultr; corresponding. to alter-

native hypotheses about 'the le4elof .total- faculty demandedby .colleg;e4;
age-specific rates of retirement anilk..of leaving atademia` for non-academic-

age-specific rates at which facultyare-given tenure.- exPlore
.

sensitivity, of our _projection: to changes In- these *hypotheses;
Or -

The accuracy of such Projections ,is considerably improved by aisio. central:-
ling for the type of institution .each familegy neither ts employed , at and
_whither he -is -Working full-time or Part-14me. -avoid unnecessa*.

. .

cations, in this. paper- we have chosen . to restrict our attention t,e_ full4Imer
doctorate faculty at f tinstittitiona. As-'s result, What we term "non-

. .

academ(c _employment"- eaile!geO, and
term "drew of new :Include* non-sloetorate facisitY:Whii
obtain1i doctorate after -their acadendt career's'.
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.
The' projectiOns preeeatid. in this paper, geveal the following patterns

in the evolution of the age structure of doctorate faculty and the creation

of new junior faculty positions: *

(1) Under all of our projections, -the level of hiring increases during the

seventies and thin declines during the eighties, bottoming out in 1985-:

86:' The most "Optimistic" projection of-doctorate hir*ng,fOr the period

:1976-1,995 is .155,000 pooplO, or as averige of 7; 750,. a year. (In

contrast,' Cartter.projectecVthat beiwien 1976 and 1990 there would be

568,000nm, doctorates conferrid.)'

-2.(2) _ Although china* es it the rate of raitireitent and out-migration and Chang

in the factilty-student ratio have is percentage effecter on 'the

talk of naw-lunior faculty positions avaflable, absealute clutigeh are

'mall because the level of hiring is gOing to be very low during the
rest of this century.: Inaritsing the non-tenured attrition /mke leads to

:tootleht."increasee2 li hiring,' !int has very littla.,Impiict On the tenure igie
or ithe age .dititi'lliat*oi; to :01imply a "revolVing dOOr".

policy. the tenured attrition rate iiiinuch more effective at

4;cieeping the tenure. ratio low.. Unfortunately, it is not clear .how
tutions can change thaiii attrition rata* without encouraging the most

ted factrIty:,tco- leave first.

y-...teleitrament:zurahout-to..-be-dirappodutinv----im--most4090..-new-
jtmior faculty positions are created tin any year by earlier -retiremett
of 0e. senior faculty. In additiott,, because early retirement- a

7

quick-once andfor'all" impetct on hiring, 11 order to have
effeciiie counter- cyclical InPact oa Wing it .seeps.best-
kaplementaiior. until the middle 1989's ar even. 1996.

(4) There if coati:Mous aging of far tilty riOn. By. 199
the median ,aged of the dettortta -fealty increased by -8*.11.

yeas* .eyeeits of ;41.7-111: 1975. The.eperc of factilty (Arai
the age of 50.1tCreases 'fro:a:the qtr 24.brto:..between '5124 .and.
57.82. Even when early retirement is assumed to-..have- been instituted,
the percentage of 'tic:laity 1995- sir the age-Of-50.1.1! projected to be

alisost double it:if-current level.



The repo.= is divided into five sections. The first section ezaagnes

the Illtiect-of variations in the grogith of enrollments. The-aseend looks at

the results_ "of allowing theOrate of promotion to fluctuate nith*ceies. demand
(supply) of faculty,' the the third ezmidiles the residts of increasing the
'lava of-out-laigration frais academia by tenured. and non-tenured faculty. We

next examine the inject of tbe current elimination of mandatory retirement and

.3 11hict of progreem whiChtencourage faculty no-retire earlier. The f*fth section

focises on dakorata.lateen and their future representation In academia. We and

y summarising ant 'rearilts and noting the extensions required of our methods and

data to address ,the list of qUestiens we discussed above. "The appendices prO#
:411kride a careful derivation of our projection equations and a listing of the date

era used to constrno',;iiiir probabilities:1.

"," ir_vtxusea.
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Since tte end of the 1960s, when the booming growth of Education
is general and iti greduateeector 'in pakticular was red .to.moderate

annual increases or awn decreases, such effOrt 'has been made* analyze

these dynimd.ca:and find reliable' projections of likely futuromdevelopments.

6The threat of graving . t among Ph.D.'s, in ,particular, has causedunam4Men
reiSikarr.hers in tmiversitleiC and Nrher.,agencies to .develop modals for analyzing,

:forecasting, and evaluating policy .,for the academic labcfr market.

By far the majority of existing models represented by so-callesr

fixed-Coefficient models in whiCh model functions are reduced to time series

of coefficient' evaluated by relating graddite enrollment to CA. degree
numbers and Ph.D.'degree numbers to-graduate enrollment,. respectively:

4Uudymingb,the dynamics of these coefficients provides information about, the

development. of- the: 'Ph.D. product.ioh process' Projections of future degree

numbers camiLbe obtained by means of. coeffidient extrapolation.
A far appiclaCbes are based ,upon the assumption that studenekenrollnent

..
and completion .decisions can be theoretically -and empirically explained by'

--`'` influenctni-,factOrsi. gra4uate sector, for 'eisimple..
Ma' combine the endogenOuS.variables of fi=st graduate= eiorollment,

facialty" .salaries,qoanil- number of Ph.D.-'s- with.7eiCh then andIrda several
exogenous 'variables .representing th e number of tly grid B.A.*/s

. research and. development /Aiding, 'output of Ph..D..-intensive' todustriesi
, .

salari:*S- Oiolalternative careers, and feliewsiiiit .stiPPOrt.v
.

Enlarging a fixeif-''coe:' fficient modei, Caitter'' recently' used e market'

response-model tO explain Maim. yesir graduate enrolleent by'means of three
influencini facteirs. adcLition to the number of. reCiAtiy Ecieduete# B.A.`s,

.-he- need .two Other variables reflecting_ "It.;S. D.-demand" for..scientistsu and
"the :namber of Junior academic position openings.

Nearly all'existing,models of graduate higher education are too crude
Irith:XesPect, to4 ;heir level of sorrel:At:I-6n. They neglect-that-student
enroiiienr and dertree completidn betirreit.'"Hr-is,',IconSiderehly different in
distinct *Ciwiesit 4fields.. 7 priory. 'bachelor, for eimpple. who

I



ft studying at the graduate renal, faceim a twofold :decision. Tirst he hai to

make up his sand whether. to enroll or not; ties be has ,to choose a field of
study. . .

Dilaggregation with respect tkacadenic fields 'is especially necessary...

if &model is used for .the evelustilk of policies and the analysis of policy

impacts . iresent conditions, as well me likely future deVelopaents in the
.

laborOariet., are not the .4 is su f1.01). !ticket adjustment

policies based aly.,on global analyses 'eight improve one parr:of the-market

but lipair another.

In this piper, a further step is taken toward eacoeprehenatve, fie*

disaggregatediunalysis of the academic. labor market..Using NCES data for

first-year. graduate enrollment and higher degrees: awarded .in dietinCt

fle/ds; the ,fined- coefficient model teed by C.artter,in.,1975.. is .silkirged and

.disaggregated into 1model ofuthe.supply of master's as weiliimik*ctor's

.degreesi in 19 different.acidemiic,.fields. Trend cosparison and extrapolati

are pied-in 'the analysis.. No hypotheses' about'- graduate students' behe

*0

are presumed. The results 'not onlindiCate that* behaviour-explalning

'models must be constructed on a' field-dIsaggregated level, but yield also

plausible rationalevoncerning the factors infleinclig student decisions.'

In the globes. est:roll:sent- and degree-data we- see that the majority of

.grednates still 'In graduate or piofessiional, le. More and
...10.116611w

more-of-those who air however; do Dot 'aspire to -the doctorate but are -

cottenk 'with a laser level'. degree.

Air . This shift clearly:indicates. the student& atesponsiveneas to changing

. job 'pos and prospects. The field-disaggregated analysis also
,

_supports the global findings. Since the beginning ofithe 1970s, traditiim-

*-ally academic fieldi, asuch, as 'English, foreign languages, .mathematics,

Rand social. sciences,. Se wellas,_researchrOriented fields., such as engineering

and physical sciences, .expe ,rieneel.i a steady and strong deCrease of shares .

graduate enrolbsent. in contrast, -graduate enrollment J.n.'professionaltly"

Oriented fields, like, for example., architectuie -bUsiness'.adiinistration
computer 'science*. and public ackainistration, increased icontinuously above

aveiage.
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If these trends last in the near future, ilither.degree production in

the-1980s willbo considerably different fro" traditional patterns, The

share of Ph.D. production: in engineering, meihematics,;pysical sciences,

arts, ietters, and social sciences, which totalled mor 'than one-half of all

Ph.D.'s awarded before 1971, will decrease to less than one-third in 1983

and thereafter.
. .

But the.econoltiCall.y-bassill hypothesis of Market responsiveness cannot

explain all recent changes. InIkgriculture,:biological sciences, and edu-

CationsPor. eXiimple,, graduate enrollment as well as hi sr degrees awarded

are atill.increaeing invite of bad job prospects iethese'llelds inside

and outsidelacadeada development indicates that item.. are -also

Nenoneconomic factors, such.as concern for the physical an4 social environment,

that influence educational and career deciaia.. This hypothesis, too,
.

of courle,.needs to be tested by means of a saggregeted Model.

v.

.00
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